Many patients with functional gastrointestinal disorders (FGIDs) rank sensations of bloating and distension among their most debilitating symptoms. Previous studies that have examined intestinal gas volume (IGV) in patients with FGIDs have employed a variety of invasive and imaging techniques. These studies are limited by small numbers and have shown conflicting results. The aim of our study was to estimate, using CT of the abdomen and pelvis (CTAP), IGV in patients attending FGID clinic and to compare IGV in patients with and without FGID.
Introduction
Functional gastrointestinal disorders (FGIDs) including irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) represent a diverse group of disorders, characterized by gastrointestinal (GI) tract dysfunction in the absence of macro-or microscopic pathology. Bloating and distension feature prominently in the symptomatology of patients with IBS and other FGIDs and, in IBS, are typically associated with abdominal pain or discomfort and altered bowel habit. [1] [2] [3] [4] Despite the absence of evidence-based guidance in this regard, 5 imaging is performed in many patients with FGIDs, particularly when there are symptoms or clinical or laboratory findings suggestive of underlying structural pathology. 5 Computed tomography (CT) is increasingly performed because it is useful in identifying many of the organic pathologies, thought rightly or wrongly, which are at risk to be missed in this clinical scenario. Indeed, a recent study at our institution has shown that on presentation to specialist FGID clinic, CT of abdomen and pelvis (CTAP) was performed in approximately 11% of patients. Typically, these routine non-quantitative CTAPs were associated with low yield of positive imaging findings, and rarely identified plausible etiologies for clinical symptoms. 6 The availability of CT images from such patients facilitated the current study which focused on investigating the feasibility and value of applying recently available image analysis software to the quantification of intestinal gas volumes (IGV) from clinically indicated CTAPs in FGID patients. Though bloating and distension are prominent complaints among patients with IBS, the pathogenesis of these symptoms remains unclear. 1 While impedance plethysmographic studies have demonstrated that the distension reported by patients is real and undergoes diurnal and meal-related fluctuations, 7 studies on intra-abdominal or intestinal gas volumes have, in general, [8] [9] [10] though not consistently, 11, 12 failed to describe any difference in these parameters between IBS and control subjects. In a series of elegant studies, the Barcelona group has demonstrated, in contrast, that the handling of intraluminal gas, as well as the diaphragmatic and abdominal wall musculature responses to gas, were impaired in IBS and gas transit. 9, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Among the discordant studies, there has been some studies that analyzed gas volumes on plain abdominal radiographs and CT scans and reported increased gas volumes in IBS. 9, [12] [13] [14] According to early studies, normal values for IGV range from 31-200 mL. 19 There have been a number of studies that in- The handling of intestinal gas in patients with FGIDs is widely believed to be impaired. These patients' GI tracts have been shown to display a variety of defective or deficient homeostatic mechanisms for the normal transit of gas from mouth to anus. [15] [16] [17] [18] Knowledge of gas handling by the GI tract in FGIDs is based on empirical evidence. Firstly, when transit was pharmacologically decreased in the non-functionally impaired gut, symptoms arose akin to those in FGID patients. 16 Decreased transit time was only part of the picture, however, as obstructed evacuation of gas was believed to cause more symptoms than the decreased transit. 18 Abnormal retention was also a factor; by infusing gas into the jejunum, Serra et al. showed that patients with IBS retained gas more than healthy controls and this retention was associated with symptoms. 17 In further study by Salvioli et al, 15 scintigraphy was used to determine the location of retained gas in IBS patients. Gas was retained within the small intestine more often in IBS patients when compared to non-FGID controls. These results were congruent with Harder et al 13 who demonstrated that jejunal gas infusion caused more symptoms than rectal infusion, in spite of the fact that absolute extent of abdominal distension was the same. The unifying mechanism causing symptoms in these patients is focal distension of the GI tract induced by gas. 14 In FGIDs, the distribution of intestinal gas is believed to be an important determinant of patient's bloating symptom; the absolute IGV determines distension. In an early study on IBS patients by Maxton et al, 7 the known diurnal variation in symptoms was not reflected in changes in IGV but rather by altered anteroposterior diameter of the abdomen. It is tempting to use imaging for estimation or direct quantification of IGV in FGID patients as one may visualize intra-abdominal gas directly without relying on surrogate markers such as symptoms. Using plain abdominal radiography, a study by Chami et al 11 suggested that IGV was increased in IBS patients compared with healthy controls. Koide et al 12 developed a scoring system to grade IGV and showed the score to be increased in patients with IBS. However, a study by Morken et al 21 yielded con- flicting results, suggesting that a gas score calculated from plain abdominal radiographs remained unchanged after lactulose challenge despite the pharmacologic challenge provoking symptoms in these IBS patients. The studies that employed plain radiography, therefore, are contradictory and are difficult to appraise, at least in part due to the methodological limitations; including small patient numbers, and potential for errors associated with projection radiography. Cross-sectional imaging studies and CT, in particular, would be much more accurate tools than plain radiography for accurate localization of intra-luminal gas, and the increasing availability of image analysis software with capability for segmentation based on Hounsfield unit value means that reproducible estimation of gas volumes is now feasible. 23 We, therefore, sought to apply a new approach to the measurement of IGV by using CT image analysis and to address whether this widely available technology can detect differences in IGV between patients who were subsequently clinically diagnosed with organic, functional, or organic-functional GI disorders.
M aterials and M ethods
Institutional review board approval for this retrospective study was granted and the requirement for patient consent was waived. All patients (N = 1,909) attending a specialist FGID clinic over a 10-year period (January 1999-January 2009) were selected and their diagnoses coded according to the International Classification of Disease (ICD-10) classification and the Rome III criteria for FGIDs. A subgroup of patients subsequently referred for CTAP during the study period (n = 207) was identified. Data concerning the indications for CTAP in individual patients were not available. All CTAPs (n = 312) performed on these patients were retrieved in DICOM format. Patients in this subgroup were divided into 3 groups based on clinical findings and classification according to clinical criteria as described above and as follows: organic GI disorders (OGID, n = 84), ie, patients with an organic non-functional disorder, FGID (n = 36), ie, patients with a functional disorder but no organic disorder, and organic-functional GI disorders (OFGID, n = 87), ie, patients with both organic and functional disorders. For the purpose of this study, the organic GI disorders were defined as all disorders of the GI tract including esophagus, stomach, liver, pancreas, small intestine and colon that are not explicitly defined in the Rome III criteria for functional gastrointestinal disorders. Examples include esophagitis, viral hepatitis, diverticulosis or colonic polyps. The proportion of each diagnosis in the 2 groups was compared with the Chi-squared test.
CTAPs (n = 312) were acquired on one of 3 CT systems; a 64-slice multi-detector CT scanner (General Electric Lightspeed VCT-XTe; GE, Milwaukee, USA), 4-slice multi-detector CT scanner (Toshiba Aquilion II; Toshiba, Tochigi, Japan) or, in the case of older studies, a single slice CT scanner (Siemens Somatom; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The institutional CTAP protocol involves fasting for at least 6 hours prior to examination, administration of 100 mL of intravenous contrast and 1,000 mL of oral contrast (Gastrograffin, Bracco Diagnostics Inc., Princeton, NJ, in H 2 O solution to give 2% dilution). All patients with prior bowel surgery, evidence of intestinal obstruction, or an abnormal gas collection related to perforation or abscess were excluded from the analysis. Only the most recent CTAP was considered for analysis when patients underwent more than one CTAP during the study period.
Two independent readers blinded to the diagnostic group calculated IGV using OsiriX (OsiriX Foundation, Geneva, Switzerland) with the 3-dimensional region-growing tool using lower and upper Hounsfield unit segmentation thresholds of -1024 HU and -300 HU, respectively (Fig. 1) . IGV was determined by estimating total gas volume in the abdominal cavity (gastrointestinal gas volume) and then subtracting the volume of gas in the stomach to yield IGV; differences between small and large intestinal gas were not calculated due to the possibility of confusing small and large intestinal gas. Calculation of IGV was done on
Journal of Neurogastroenterology and Motility image slices of 8 mm slice thickness, the same for all scanners. As the vast majority of IGV was in the form of several large pockets, scanner resolution difference that may have affected the sensitivity for small pockets was ignored. To control for body habitus which had previously been shown to correlate with IGV, the body mass index (BMI) was also retrospectively estimated from anthropometric measures of a single CTAP image at the L1 vertebral level according to published research (Fig. 2) . 24 All data were recorded using an Access 2007 database (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) and statistical analyses were performed with SPSS version 14 (IBM, North Castle, NY, USA). For continuous variables, either ANOVA and Student's t test or the Kruskall-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests were used according to the normality of the sample distribution. Spearman correlations for age and IGV were performed. Simple linear regression with IGV as the dependent variable was performed to assess factors including BMI, gender, age at CT study and diagnostic subgroup (ie, FGID, OGID and OFGID). In addition, stepwise inclusion of factors was performed to identify those factors that most strongly impacted IGV.
Results
Significant differences in age were found between the diagnostic subgroups; patients in the FGID group were younger (mean 36.2, 56.6 and 46.7 years for FGID, OGID and OFGID, respectively; P ＜ 0.001 for all differences) but no statistically significant difference in BMI or gender was demonstrated between the diagnostic subgroups ( Table 1 ). The 10 most common organic GI disorder diagnoses encountered in the OGID and OFGID groups are noted in Table 2 . There was no significant difference in the proportion of the diagnoses between groups (P = 0.231).
The median gastrointestinal gas volumes were as follows: OGID, 283.7 mL; FGID, 250.5 mL; OFGID, 207.2 mL. After removing the stomach volume, median IGVs were estimated as follows: 220.6 mL for OGID, 197.6 mL for FGID and 155.0 mL for OFGID, respectively. Mann-Whitney U-tests with Bonferroni correction revealed the difference in median IGV between OGID and OFGID was significantly different (P = 0.017) ( Table 1 ). The differences between the OGID and FGID (P = 0.327) and FGID and OFGID (P = 0.291) were not significant. When comparing between diagnostic groups by gender, the difference in median IGV was only significant when comparing males in the OGID and OFGID group (P = 0.028). There also was a positive correlation between age and IGV for patients in the OGID subgroup only (Spearman's = 0.253, P = 0.022).
Given the recognized diurnal variation in patients' symptoms in FGID, we also attempted to assess if the time at which CTAP was performed (morning vs afternoon) had any impact on IGV. Gas volumes estimated from CTAPs performed in the morning (before 12:00 pm) were compared with those estimated from CTAPs performed in the afternoon (after 12:00 pm). No significant difference in IGV was noted. Subgroup analysis showed OGID, organic gastrointestinal disorder; OFGID, organic and functional gastrointestinal disorder; GERD, gastroesophageal reflux disease. There was no significant difference in the proportion of the diagnoses between groups (P = 0.231, Chi-squared test). a significant increase in IGV in a small number of male patients with FGIDs (n = 3) scanned before 12:00 pm compared with those scanned after 12:00 pm (Table 1) . When IGV comparisons were limited to patients diagnosed with IBS, no significant difference was found between the different IBS diagnostic subgroups (ie, constipation predominant, diarrhea predominant or alternating).
As IGV was non-parametric, the linear regression model was computed with log IGV as the dependent variable. Factors included in the model were age at study, BMI, gender, diagnostic subgroup and time of CTAP. The linear regression model returned an r 2 of 0.119 suggesting 11.9% of the variation in log IGV was explained by the model. A stepwise model of regression excluding diagnostic subgroup was then performed and revealed that age at study, gender and calculated BMI predicted the log IGV with a similar r 2 of 0.116.
Discussion
In a recent CT-based study investigating the change in distribution of gas during symptomatic periods, Accarino described caudo-ventral redistribution of abdominal contents in 47 patients with FGIDs. 9 The authors noted diaphragmatic descent and anterior abdominal wall protrusion, yet there was no significant change in IGV, even when these patients were symptomatic. This study with relatively large patient numbers yielded interesting results, although confounding factors such as co-morbid organic disorders were not considered. The current study aimed to address the limitations of Accarino's study by estimating IGV in a large number of patients with suspected FGID, who were thoroughly evaluated clinically and characterized following established clinical scoring systems and then stratified into disease subgroups based on the above evaluation. Our primary aim, therefore, was to determine whether differences in IGV existed between subgroups of these patients who had been definitively characterized as having organic, functional, or organic-functional GI disorders. Our study examined a total of 207 patients with suspected FGIDs and found a non-significant trend for lower and not greater IGV in patients who were ultimately diagnosed with FGIDs compared with those with OGIDs. Furthermore, IGVs were still and significantly lower than those with organic disease among those with concomitant functional and organic disorders, a finding that was not readily explained. It must be noted that the mean age was significantly different between the groups (56.6 years for OGID, 36.2 years for FGID and 46.7 years for OFGID), an age distribution that reflects the typical demographic profile of patients with functional and organic gastrointestinal disorders, in general. Furthermore, we found that IGV significantly increased with advancing patient age in the OGID subgroup.
IGV is known to vary in a diurnal pattern with IGV being higher in the evening; this normal increase is known to correlate with an increase in reported symptoms in the evenings for patients with FGIDs. 3 The only difference in IGV related to diurnal variation identified in our study was among males with FGIDs where a difference was noted between pre-and post-noon studies; however, this difference was likely an artifact explained by small numbers (n = 3 for pre-noon group). Maxton et al 7 considered the difference between pre-and post-noon studies in patients with IBS and also found no difference in IGV. Considering that patients underwent standard fasting and bowel prep, the expected rise in IGV may have been masked by factors on the preparation of CT study. Accarino et al 9 only considered constipation-predominant and alternating IBS in their analysis as they had observed the diarrhea-predominant to be less associated with bloating symptoms. Based on the results of current study, where no difference in IGV was observed between different IBS subtypes, it would appear that the bloating symptoms which were found more commonly in the constipation-predominant group in Accarino's paper may not be solely explainable by increased IGV. An important aspect of this study is that it highlights that important additional objective data (eg, IGV) can be obtained from CT studies of the abdomen and pelvis, without modification of scanning protocol, which could be potentially useful in the future for advancing our understanding of IBS and other gastrointestinal disorders. These additional objective data may also aid in objective assessment of therapeutic regimens.
This study had several major limitations. First, as the patient population was an outpatient clinic population, only a small number of patients (approximately 11% of the total) were referred for CTAP. This constitutes selection bias as those referred may have had more complex, overlapping symptomatology or red-flag symptoms. Furthermore, data on the imaging requests were not available to evaluate specific indications for CT nor were data on the patients' symptoms at the time of CT.
In conclusion, we believe that the results of this study contribute to the limited body of knowledge surrounding the role of intestinal gas quantification in FGID patients. Quantitative CT evaluation of intestinal gas volume has not, to our knowledge, previously been reported in a group of patients referred for CT during the investigation of suspected FGID. The many variables which may theoretically confound our analysis such as the different severities of bloating at the time of CT, fasting status, medications and the younger age of FGID patients likely reflect the true spectrum of disease in patients referred to imaging departments worldwide during the investigation of FGIDs. In this cohort, we found no statistically significant difference in IGV between patients that were eventually diagnosed with FGIDs and those with OGIDs; therefore, routine quantitative CT analysis of intestinal gas appears not to contribute to patient care in this setting.
